CH. ASTAFIEV WINDWALKER

Dog
Gold Sable and White
Whelped 12-24-1980
Bred by B. Denman. & K. Staudt

Owner: Patti Widick & Betty Denman
Hendersonville, NC

Sire: Ch. Kumasan’s Shadow of Astafiev
Ch. Majenkir Apollonian Tsar
Ch. Astafiev Majenkir Masterpiece
Ch. Majenkir Pastel Portrait
Ch. Kumasan’s Cortada
Ch. Majenkir’s Taras Shevchenko
Ch. Conamor Lady Krista of High Hope
Ch. Majenkir Apollonian Tsar
Ch. Conamor Count Tauskey, CD
Ch. Tanya Majenkir of Kalevala, CD

Dam: Majenkir Astafiev Mercedes
Kumasan Astafiev Dominique
Ch. Astafiev Majenkir Masterpiece
Ch. Majenkir of Kalevala, CD
Ch. Kumasan’s Cortada